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ABSTRACT 

The paper presents the extension of the GENTOP model for phase transfer and discusses the sub-

models used. Boiling flow inside a wall heated vertical pipe is simulated by a multi-field CFD 

approach. Sub-cooled water enters the pipe from the lower end and heats up first in the near wall 

region leading to the generation of small bubbles. Further along the pipe larger and larger bubbles are 

generated by coalescence and evaporation. This leads to transitions of the two-phase flow patterns 

from bubbly to churn-turbulent and annular flow. The CFD simulation bases on the recently developed 

GEneralized TwO Phase flow (GENTOP) concept. It is a multi-field model using the Euler-Euler 

approach. It allows the consideration of different local flow morphologies including transitions 

between them. Small steam bubbles are handled as dispersed phases while the interface of large gas 

structures is statistically resolved. The GENTOP sub-models and the Wall Boiling Model need a 

constant improvement and separate, intensive validation effort using CFD grade experiments. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Two-phase flows can be found in various industrial applications: nuclear power plants, processing 

industries, heat transfer systems, transport systems, and of course also in nature in general (ocean 

waves, river flooding). 

 

Various classifications of two-phase flows exist and they are mainly based on flow morphologies. 

Such classifications are often difficult to make since the interface structure changes occur 

continuously. One of the two-phase flow classifications is divided in three major groups and several 

subgroups - flow regimes: 

 

- Stratified flows (film flow, annular flow, horizontal stratified and jet flow),  

- Mixed or transitional flows (cap, slug, churn-turbulent flow, bubbly annular flow, droplet 

annular flow and bubbly-droplet annular flow),  

- Dispersed flows (bubbly flow, droplet flow and flow with solid particles).  

Much progress has been achieved in establishing models to describe various multiphase flow 

phenomena using Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD). 

 

The GENTOP-concept [1] enables to consider such transitions in a consistent way as coalescence and 

breakup processes. The potential of this concept was demonstrated in Hänsch et al. [1,2] for adiabatic 

flows without heat and mass transfer. In this paper the GENTOP concept is applied to simulate boiling 

effects in a vertical pipe where transitions from bubbly flow to churn turbulent and then annular flow 

are involved. 

 

Boiling is a process in which heat transfer causes liquid evaporation. Flow boiling refers to a boiling 

process when the fluid is imposed by a forced flow. It can be classified as saturated boiling and 
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subcooled boiling. In the saturated boiling, the bulk temperature of the fluid is as equal as its 

saturation temperature, in the subcooled boiling regime the bulk temperature of the fluid is less than its 

saturation temperature.  Due to latent heat transport, boiling heat transfer plays a very important role in 

wide number of applications in many technological and industrial areas including nuclear reactor 

cooling systems, car cooling and refrigeration systems. 

 

Thus, in order to fully understand and predict the boiling phenomenon, the high gas volume fractions 

must be taken into account. Realizing this need, the GENTOP concept was utilized and further 

developed for flows with heat and mass transfer in this paper. It allows the modelling for bubbles 

smaller than the grid size and tracking the interface of large continuous bubbles (larger than the grid 

size). Thus, it is like a combination of Euler –Euler two fluid modeling and interface tracking 

techniques. It has been further advanced and validated for churn turbulent flow regimes (Montoya, 

[3]). 

 

The concept has not yet applied to the situation involving transitions from bubbly flows to churn 

turbulent and then annular flows. This paper presents a simulation of a generic boiling phenomenon in 

a vertical pipe with the help of the GENTOP concept in ANSYS-CFX, where important new models 

have been discussed and applied.  
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II. CFD SIMULATION OF GAS-LIQUID TWO PHASE FLOWS 

II.A The generalized two phase flow (GENTOP) concept 

 

Figure 1 Scheme of the extended GENTOP model including phase transfer 

 

The GEneralized TwO Phase flow (GENTOP) concept is based on a multi-field two-fluid approach. 

The flow is represented by a continuous liquid phase l, one or several poly-dispersed gas phases GasD 

and a continuous gas phase GasC.  

 

The dispersed gas GasD is modelled in the framework of the inhomogeneous Multiple Size Group 

(iMUSIG) -approach to deal with different bubble size groups and associated velocity fields (Krepper 

et al. [4]). Within the poly-dispersed gas phases, transfers between different bubble size groups due to 

coalescence- and breakup as well as due to condensation and evaporation are taken into account by 

appropriate models.  

 

The GENTOP concept has been developed as an extension of the inhomogeneous MUltiple SIze 

Group (iMUSIG) by adding a potentially continuous gas phase GasC which is included within the 
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MUSIG framework. (Fig. 1). This last velocity group represents all gas structures which are larger 

than an equivalent spherical bubble diameter, d_(dg,max). The interactions between GasC and the 

liquid phase are handled in a similar way like in the AIAD-concept (Höhne et al. [5]). This includes 

the blending for bubbly flow, interface and droplet regions allowing to apply e.g. for a low volume 

fraction of GasC closures for bubbly flow. For this reason it is called potentially continuous phase. 

 

In the actual paper the GENTOP concept is extended by mass and heat transfer (Fig. 1). 

II.B Turbulence modeling 

In terms of turbulence treatment, the dispersed phase zero equation is used for the dispersed gaseous 

phases, while the SST k-ω approach is used for the liquid phase. One of the advantages of the k-ω 

model over the k-ε is the treatment when in low Reynolds numbers for a position close to the wall. The 

effect of bubbles on the liquid turbulence is considered by additional source terms (Rzehak and 

Krepper, [6]). 

II.C Modeling of momentum transfer between the dispersed phases and liquid 

Due to the averaging of the conservation equations all information on the interface is lost, but has to 

be reintroduced by the use of closure relations. The closure laws objective is to account for the mass 

and momentum transfer between the different fields and phases while providing the functional form 

expected from the interfacial forces. The present models are limited by the need of local condition 

dependent coefficients, derived from the fact that the closure laws have been developed for ideal 

bubbly flow and are now being applied to churn-turbulent flow and slug conditions. 

 

Rzehak et al. [7] have tested and successfully validated a number of poly-dispersed closure laws for 

Euler-Euler calculations and set up a so called Baseline Model for multiphase poly-dispersed bubbly 

flows (Table 1).  

 

The total momentum exchange between dispersed gas and continuous liquid phase can be expressed as 

the superposition of several component forces (see Eq. 1). 
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           𝐌𝑘
𝑖 = 𝐌𝑘

𝐷 + 𝐌𝑘
𝑉𝑀 + 𝐌𝑘

𝑇𝐷 + 𝐌𝑘
𝐿 + 𝐌𝑘

𝑊                         (1) 

 

In the baseline model (Rzehak et al. [7]) the drag force 𝐌𝑘
𝐷 is calulated accordimng to Ishii and Zuber 

[8]. 

 

Table 1: Baseline model (Rzehak et al. [7]) for poly-dispersed flows used in GENTOP 

Model Name 

Drag coefficient (𝐶𝐷,𝑘), Ishii and Zuber [8] 

Interfacial lift force Tomiyama [9] 

Turbulent dispersion force Burns [10] 

Wall lubrication force Hosokawa [11] 

 

II.D Handling of the potentially continuous phase GasC 

II.D.1 Interface detection 

To resolve the interface of continuous gas structures, the interface has to be localized. This is based on 

an appropriate blending function surf  (Gauß and Porombka [12]). It bases on the volume fraction 

and its gradient and is designed in a generalized form capable for later applications describing not only 

bubble regions but also droplet regions. It replaces the blending taken from the AIAD model (Höhne, 

[5]) which was combined with a volume fraction based interface function in the original GENTOP 

concept of Hänsch et al. [1].  

 

The interface blending function is defined as 

 

 dbsfFS ff                      (2) 
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which is equal to zero for at a interphase boundary. Additionally, it provides information about the 

morphology: 
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In the actual application only the bubble region and the interface region are of interest. The blending 

functions for the potentially continuous-phase bubble regime fb and droplet regime fd are given by:  
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The interface blending function is given by:  
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II.E Complete coalescence 

During the calculation low fractions of dispersed gas in the region of mainly continuous gas might 

arise. To solve this unphysical situation a special coalescence method for complete gaseous mass 

transfer was established and is now included in the concept in order to replace the coalescence due to 

the averaged coalescence models when the critical void fraction is reached. The coalescence rate is 

turning all the remained dispersed gas, within a specific grid cell, into continuous gas. The complete 

coalescence is turned off inside the interface in order to allow coalescence and breakup at those 

positions. The mass transfer is defined by:  

bubble region 

interface 

droplet region 
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dg cg surf dg dg dg cgS max( ,0) /                     (6) 

 

Where 𝜏𝑑𝑔→𝑐𝑔 = ∆𝑡 is a time constant that regulates how fast the mechanism occurs in consistency 

with the numerical scheme. 

II.F Clustering force  

The clustering force (Figure 2) allows the transition from the dispersed towards the continuous gas 

phases using an aggregative effect within the volume fraction of the continuous gas. Modeling using 

an Eulerian approach will produce smearing of the volume fraction by numerical diffusion, thus this 

force produces interface stabilizing effects. 

 

This force is additional interfacial force acting exclusively between the continuous gas and the liquid 

phase and is included in the interfacial momentum transfer. This force acts proportionally to the 

gradient of the volume fraction of the liquid as given in the following eq. (7) with  

 

 

 

(7) 

 

Figure  2 Detail of a continuous gas liquid interface, and the blending function for a filtered 

interface (from Hänsch et al. [1]) 

𝑀𝑐𝑔
𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡 = −𝑐𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡max (𝜓𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡, 0) 𝜑𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡 𝜌𝑙𝛻𝛼𝑙 
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As soon as the specific critical void fraction of continuous gas is reached, this force will create regions 

of continuous gas volume fraction by inducing aggregation on the continuous gas phase volume 

fraction until a complete formation of gas structures is reached. The force acts outside the interface 

region, agglomerating the gas, and blends out as soon as the critical gradient of volume fraction 

appears, completely disappearing as soon as a fully formed interface occurs ( surf = 0). The 

clustering force disappears within the continuous structure. A constant value of 𝑐𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡 = 1 is 

recommended for the GENTOP application. 

II.G Interfacial momentum transfer 

The Algebraic Interfacial Area Density (AIAD) model, shown in Höhne et al. [13], allows detection of 

morphological form of two phase flow and is able to distinguish between bubbles, droplets and the 

interface through a corresponding switching via a blending function of each correlation from one 

object pair to another. 

Based on surf (blending function), formulations for interfacial area density and drag are defined as in 

eqs. (8) and (9), 

 

  dsurfsignbsurfsignfssurfGasC AaAaAA  1)1(  (8) 

  dDsurfsignbDsurfsignfsDsurfGasCD CaCaCC ,,,, 1)1(   (9) 

 

II.H Phase change model for GasD and GasC 

For the simulation of boiling, the thermal phase change model has been used for the disperse gas phase 

(GasD) and liquid pair and the continuous gas phase (GasC) and liquid pair.  

 

In our case of heat transfer between liquid and gas, the use of overall heat transfer coefficient is not 

sufficient to model the interphase heat transfer process. This model considers separate heat transfer 
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process on each side of the phase interface. This is achieved by using two heat transfer coefficients 

defined on each side of the phase interface. 

 

The sensible heat flux to liquid from the interface is given as: 

 

𝑞𝑙 = ℎ𝑙(𝑇𝑠 − 𝑇𝑙)  

 

(10) 

Similarly, the sensible heat flux to gas from the interface: 

𝑞𝑔 = ℎ𝑔(𝑇𝑠 − 𝑇𝑔)  

 

(11) 

The fluid specific Nusselt number is given by: 

 

𝑁𝑢𝑙 =
ℎ𝑙𝑑𝑙𝑔

𝜆𝑙
  

 

(12) 

For spherical bubbles the Ranz Marshall correlation can be applied to calculate the Nusselt number. In 

the present simulation the Ranz Marshall [14] correlation was used for the the disperse gas phase 

(GasD) and liquid pair. The Hughes and Duffey [15] model uses the surface renewal theory and is 

used for the potentially continuous gas phase (GasC) and liquid pair.  

 

The wall boiling model is only activated for the disperse gas phase (GasD) and liquid pair. Initially, 

water is below its saturation temperature.  Water becomes supersaturated locally, leading to the 

formation of bubbles. The bubbles will start departing and before the formation of next bubble, some 

of heat will go in superheating the water. This process is known as quenching. In regions of the wall 

not affected by bubble growth, wall heat transfer to the water is described by single phase convective 

heat transfer.In the actual paper the wall boiling heat flux partitioning model developed at RPI (Kurul 

[16]) and implemented in CFX with its basic submodels and parameters is applied. In the present 
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paper the basic framework of the GENTOP concept is in the focus of interest. A detailed discussion of 

the aspects of wall boiling can be found in Krepper et al. [17]. 

III. DEMONSTRATION CASE OF A WALL HEATED TUBE 

To illustrate the previous described concept a demonstration example of a vertical side wall heated 

tube is given. The tube has a length of 0.5 m and a diameter of 0.025 m.  Water is considered at a 

pressure of 1 bar. At this pressure the saturation temperature amounts to 372 K. The initial temperature 

was set to a subcooling of 3 K. The temperature of the heated wall is set to a superheating of 13 K. 

The inlet velocity is 0.2 m/s. 

III.A Geometry, mesh and general setup 

 

 

Figure  3 Pipe Geometry 

 

The pipe is presented by a fully 3D geometry shown in Fig. 3 along with the name of the different 

zones (i.e., inlet, hot wall and outlet). The resulting mesh is made of approximately 127,300 

hexahedral cells. A grid resolution study was conducted to ensure that convergence with respect to the 

spatial resolution has been achieved. A multiphase simulation was set up. Gas was described in the 

inhomogeneous poly-dispersed multiple size group (iMUSIG) framework by the dispersed gaseous 

phases GasD1 and GasD2 and the continuous gas phase GasC.  

 
Inlet 

Hot wall 

Outlet 

Inlet 
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A total of four velocity fields, three gas and one for the continuous liquid were solved. Gas was 

assumed at saturation temperature. Properties of dry steam at saturation temperature have been taken 

from the steam tables. At the hot wall a wall boiling model generating GasD was applied. GasC then 

arise either by coalescence of GasD of by evaporation in the bulk. For the heat and mass transfer 

between gas and liquid in the bulk the implemented phase change models using the Ranz-Marshall 

correlation [14] for the pair GasD/Liquid and the  Hughes and Duffey [15] model for the potentially 

continuous gas phase (GasC) and liquid pair were applied. The following table 2 shows the numerical 

scheme used in the case: 

Table 2 Solver setup 

Advection scheme Option  High Resolution 

Transient scheme Option 

∆𝑡  

Second Order Backward Euler 

0.005 s 

Convergence control Timescale control 

Min./max. coeff. loops 

Coefficient loops 

4/50 

Convergence criteria Residual type 

Residual target 

RMS 

1e-04 

III.B Overview of the settings and models used in the GENTOP framework 

For the specified fluid water/steam at a pressure of 1 bar the critical bubble size, were the lift 

coefficient changes its sign, is found for dB = 5.4 mm. For GasD (dispersed gas) the iMUSIG model 

with 3 size fractions for GasD1 and 3 size fractions for GasD2 was applied. In this way the lift 

coefficient for GasD1 is clear different from the lift coefficient of GasD2. GasC was considered as last 

size fraction of the iMUSIG framework, to include it in the coalescence and fragmentation process. All 

gas structures equal or larger than 15 mm sphere equivalent diameter are assigned to GasC. The 

coalescence and breakup models according to Luo & Svendsen [18] and Prince & Blanche [19] with 

coefficients of FB=0.01 and FC=2 were applied. Momentum exchange between GasD and liquid was 

simulated considering all usually applied exchange terms for drag and non-drag forces were used. 

Concerning the drag between GasC and Liquid the formulation of AIAD was applied (Höhne [13]). 
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The liquid phase was simulated as turbulent using the shear stress transport model. The influence of 

bubbles of GasD on the liquid turbulence was considered. The exchange models were implemented 

using subdomains. Surface tension for the pair GasC and Liquid was implemented. Effects of 

numerical diffusion were compensated by an additional force, the Clustering force acting between 

GasC and Liquid to keep the interface between GasC and Liquid stable. The disappearance of 

unphysical fractions of dispersed gas in zones of prevailing GasC was enforced by complete 

coalescence. Concerning the turbulence of the liquid at the presence of an interface to GasC 

experiences with the AIAD model were used. Turbulence damping at the interface was considered and 

waves smaller as the grid resolution were treated as in the AIAD model. 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 4 Time course of the averaged liquid temperature (left) and the volume fractions for 

dispersed and continuous gas (right) 

 

Figure 4 shows the time course of volume the averaged parameters in the whole flow domain. During 

the first 0.8 s only dispersed gas is generated by boiling (see Fig. 4b). After this time also continuous 

gas arises, mainly by coalescence of dispersed gas. After about 1 s the whole domain is heated up. In 

Figure 5 the cross sectional averaged values of liquid temperature (a) and gas volume fractions (b to c) 

dependent on the height z are shown. Figure 6 presents gas volume fractions for dispersed gas (GasD), 

continuous gas (GASC) and the sum of both (GasTot) after a heating time of 3.0 s. During this time a 
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steady state oscillating period is reached (compare Fig. 4b). At the beginning of the heating up process 

mainly small bubbles occur near the wall. The wall boiling model releases bubbles having a diameter 

of about 1 mm. By the agglomerative effect of the cluster-force and using the principles of the 

GENTOP-concept it is possible to create continuous gas structures out of a dispersed gas phase as 

demonstrated in Fig. 6. After the wall boiling of small bubble sizes the domain with the smallest 

bubble size group the dispersed gas phase is characterized by an increase of mean bubble diameter due 

to the coalescence processes in the MUSIG-framework. When the mass transfer to the continuous gas 

begins and the volume fraction of GasC exceeds the threshold value cg > clust,min, here set to 0.5 , the 

cluster-force agglomerates the continuous volume fraction until the complete coalescence replaces the 

dispersed gas fractions and large gas structures are resolved. They further coalesce to larger gas 

structures forming distorted cap-bubbles and larger slugs represented in the picture (Fig. 6).  

 

 

a) Liquid temperature 

 

b) t = 1 s 

 

c) t = 3.0 s 

 

Figure 5 Cross sectional averaged profiles for the liquid temperature (a) and the gas volume 

fractions for different times (b to c).  

 

In grid cells where the continuous gas volume fraction stays below the threshold value cg < clust,min  

the gas is treated as a dispersed phase following the particle model formulations. 
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Close observation of the GasD and GasC / Liquid interface show that the flow regimes discussed in 

chapter 1 except the annular mist flow regime can be found in the simulation.  

The bubble flow regime occurs at relatively low gas flow rates, for which the gas phase appears in the 

form of small bubbles in the lower part of the pipe. Later Bubbly–slug flow is characterized by the 

presence of relatively large cap-shaped bubbles, which occupy nearly the entire pipe cross-section and 

flow alongside smaller, deformable bubbles.  

 

The tendency to annular flow can be seen clearly. The churn turbulent flow appears to be highly 

chaotic and frothy and may seem to move upwards at some instants and downwards at other instants. 

Also in the annular flow regime at the end of the pipe, one may notice the existence of a gas core and a 

relatively uniform annular liquid film on the pipe wall as well as liquid slugs. The annular film mostly 

moves upwards but occasionally may seem to pause. This pause occurs when a liquid slug fills the 

local cross-section of the pipe, thus blocking the flow of gas in the core. Shortly afterwards, however, 

the liquid slug gets penetrated by gas and the upward annular-type flow is resumed. 

 

 

GasDtot 

 

GasC 

 

GasTot 

 

Figure 6 Distribution of the gas volume fraction at 3.0 s (stretched height) 
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Fig. 7 represents essential GENTOP parameters at 2 s. The interface detection marks the identified 

interface. The cluster force is accting stabilizing the interface between GasC and Liquid. From the 

other side the surface tension force is acting in contradiction to the cluster force. 

SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK 

The GENTOP concept, which allows dealing with configurations involving dispersed and continuous 

interfacial structures, was coupled with a wall boiling model and extended to consider heat and mass 

transfer between gas and liquid in the bulk. New model aspects of GENTOP were implemented and 

tested. Starting with a sub-cooled liquid in a hot pipe, bubbles (boiling) start to appear as soon as the 

liquid reaches its saturation temperature. Since, the temperature of pipe wall is above the saturation 

temperature of the liquid, a series of flow regimes appear starting from bubbly flow, churn turbulent 

flow to annular flow. The simulation of the transitions between different flow regimes during boiling 

in a pipe is now feasible. Next the demonstration case using the GENTOP-concept will follow 

experiments for a qualitative comparison of simulation results. The GENTOP sub-models and the 

Wall Boiling Model need a constant improvement and separate, intensive validation effort. 

 

a)Interface detection (2D and 

3D view) 

 

b) Cluster force 

 

c) Surface tension 

Figure  7 Essential parameters of the GENTOP model framework at t=3 s 
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